


Narrowboat James Cheat Sheet

The information below is provided to help you quickly and easily complete 
the site’s Narrowboat budgeting software, Narrowbudget. As you’re 
reading this document, you’ve purchased the data package to help you 
understand the costs associated with life afloat and to determine whether 
it’s a lifestyle that you can afford.

When you’re considering living on a narrowboat, there’s more to think 
about than just the cost of buying and maintaining your new floating 
home. The costs that I’ve listed here are everything that I’ve spent 
money on in 2012. I’ve listed everything because I live on a boat, and 
this is what I spend. Some of these categories may not apply to you, in 
which case you can simply leave them out. Many of them may not have 
occurred to you but will be expenses you are likely to incur. 

The data package includes a data set that will automatically load into the 
application. The costs below are the same as the costs displayed in the 
application. I have explained the costs here in some details so that you 
can decide whether they will apply to you and how much they will differ 
from my own expenditure.

I hope you find the breakdown useful.

Boat

Boat cost- There’s no point in using the cost of my boat, James. There 
are such a wide range of narrowboats available at anything from under 
£10,000 for a boat that needs a great deal of TLC to over £150,000 for a 
top of the range boat built to your own specification.

Remedial work – Unless your budget will stretch to a new boat, you’re 
likely to want or need to do some work to your new boat to get it fully 
operational or to your standards. 

Transportation – Moving your boat by road can prove very expensive. I 
had to take James out of the water when the new steel top was added. 
The boatyard it went to was only eight miles away but transportation cost 
a staggering £550 each way. James was lifted on to the lorry using our 
own equipment at Calcutt Boats, but the boat transporters had to provide 
a crane to get it off at the far end. The company I used has been in the 

http://www.abtuckey.co.uk/abtuckey/Welcome.html


game for many years. They know what they're doing, but they aren't 
cheap.

Boat Safety Scheme Certificate/Surveyor – Your boat needs the 
waterways equivalent of its MOT, a Boat Safety Scheme certificate every 
four years.

Waterways License – Your waterways license is the equivalent of your 
car's road tax, but costs considerably more. Your license fee is determined 
by your boat length. There are two types of license; the standard canal 
and/or river license which allows you to use any of the waters maintained 
by the Trust and a Gold   license   which allows you to use the Trust 
waterways and the eight rivers controlled by the Environment Agency.

Insurance – When you insure your boat, make sure that, if you're going 
to be living on board, your insurer is aware of the fact. Also note that if 
your boat is more than 25-30 years old your insurer will probably insist 
that you have an out of water survey and that any recommended 
remedial work is carried out. Here's a site where you can get a quote 
online.

Mooring

Permanent Mooring – That’s what I have. It’s a beautiful mooring on a 
stunning marina in rural Warwickshire miles away from any busy roads. 
It’s not technically a residential mooring but I live there because I also 
work there. I have electricity on tap via a card fed meter and a water 
supply about twenty feet away. £2,300 pa

Temporary Mooring – Many continuous cruisers without a permanent 
mooring take a temporary mooring for the winter when the canals system 
isn’t navigable because of ice or stoppages. You may also incur temporary 
mooring charges if you moor at a popular location while you are cruising.

Diesel

Heating – I don’t have diesel central heating on James. I wish I did. 
Diesel heating systems will use ¼ to ½ a litre per hour to maintain a 
comfortable temperature in your boat and ¾ to 1 litre and hour to reach 
the desired temperature from cold.

Here's an excellent article on narrowboat heating.

http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/narrowboat-heating-part-1-stoves/
http://www.craftinsure.com/boat_insurance_quote/quote_stage1.asp?selCraftType=8%7CNarrowboat
http://www.craftinsure.com/boat_insurance_quote/quote_stage1.asp?selCraftType=8%7CNarrowboat
http://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/2161.pdf
http://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/2161.pdf
http://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/1192.pdf
http://canalrivertrust.org.uk/media/library/1192.pdf
http://www.boatsafetyscheme.org/


Propulsion – Obviously you will need to use your propulsion fuel to move 
your boat along the waterways, but you'll also need to run the engine to 
charge your batteries if you're moored in one spot for any length of time. 
How long you need to run the engine for will depend on many variables; 
the effectiveness of your alternator/engine, the size and condition of your 
battery bank, your onboard electrical needs and whether you have either 
solar panels or a wind turbine to supplement the electricity generated by 
your engine. As a guide, you may need to run your engine for battery 
charging for 1-2 hours each day. 

Your engine's fuel consumption will vary depending on the size and type 
of engine and how hard it's working. It will probably use between 1.0 – 
1.5 litres per hour.

Utilities

Coal – If you have a solid fuel stove, you’ll probably burn coal briquettes 
rather than wood. Wood can be sourced free of charge on your travels but 
it’s a bit of a pain collecting and then cutting it and the logs don’t provide 
as good or as clean a heat source as coal briquettes. My stove is on 24/7 
throughout the winter. A 25kg bag lasts me about three days. I spend 
about £100 a month on coal with the stove on all the time. £548.66

Gas – You will probably cook on gas as I do. My hot water is gas heated 
too. I also have a couple of gas heaters but I don’t use them because 
they are far too expensive. This year I bought fifteen 13kg gas cylinders 
for a total cost of £349.95

Other Utilities

Electricity – This is a very difficult expense for you to determine. 
In my case, I plug into a shore mains supply on a bollard next to 
my mooring. I don’t have either a generator or an inverter so all 
230v supply items (phone, Kindle and laptop chargers, iron, 
vacuum cleaner and electric heaters to supplement where the stove 
can’t heat at the back of the boat) have to come from the mains 
supply. In the winter I have one 500w heater on for at least 12 hour 
a day. It’s very expensive to run but until I fit a diesel central 
heating system, it will have to do.

Your boat will probably be different. You will probably have an 
inverter in which case you will run your engine each day to top up 

http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/narrowboat-heating-part-1-stoves/


your batteries to provide you with direct 12v power or 230v via your 
inverter.

The cost of my purchased electricity for the year was £490.

Jan - £60
Feb - £70
Mar - £60
Apr - £30
May - £60
Jun - £30
Jul - £30
Aug - £30
Sep - £30
Oct - £30
Nov - £30
Dec - £30

Total £490
Monthly average £40.83

Water – You don’t have to pay an additional charge for your water. 
Your waterways license includes use of the water points along the 
system

Broadband – I couldn’t manage without a connection to the 
internet. I spend three or four hours every day when I’m working 
and much more on my days off working on the site or answering 
emails.

I use a dongle from Three, as do most other liveaboard boaters. I’m 
on their PAYG tariff because of my bankruptcy status. It’s a far 
more expensive way of paying for mobile broadband but I don’t 
have another option at the moment. £470.49 (including a 
replacement dongle when I lost one)

Jan - £25
Feb - £25
Mar - £50
Apr - £25
May - £50
Jun - £25
Jul - £25



Aug - £50
Sep - £50
Oct  - £75
Nov - £25
Dec - £45.49

Total £470.49
Monthly average £39.21

Telephone – The vast majority of liveaboards use mobile phones 
but some on static moorings have a landline. There doesn’t appear 
to be any one mobile service provider with better coverage than the 
others. I use T Mobile or E.E. as they’re now known. I have a smart 
phone with a totally pointless 1,200 minutes a month included. I 
actually use less than 100 minutes a month.

I also use Skype when I’m on the boat. It’s a fantastic internet 
telephone service which allows me to call landlines and mobiles 
from the comfort of the boat when I don’t have a signal on my 
mobile, which is most of the time. Total telephone cost for the year 
£579.29 of which £92 is for Skype calls.

Jan - £39.30
Feb - £35.75
Mar - £40.80
Apr - £37.74
May - £49.13
Jun - £45.49
Jul - £48.25
Aug - £48.56
Sep - £39.30
Oct - £72.24
Nov - £60.06
Dec - £62.02

Total £579.24
Monthly Average £48.27

Television License – Do you need a license for the television on 
your boat? The short answer is, yes you do... unless you also have a 

http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/boat-tv-narrowboat-television-license-requirements/
http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/boat-tv-narrowboat-television-license-requirements/


house where you have a television license and the television at your 
house isn’t being watched when you are watching television on your 
boat (e.g. If you have other relatives making use of your house 
while you are away). The current cost of a colour television license 
is £145.50.

Monthly average £12.13

Council Tax – Anther potential expense that’s the subject of much 
debate is council tax. Councils appear to be clamping down on 
boaters on residential moorings. The rules, in a nutshell, state that 
if you have a permanent mooring that is exclusively yours, you need 
to pay council tax at the mooring’s parish’s band A

Parish of Stockton, Stratford upon Avon District Council Band A 
£1,004.37

Monthly average £83.70

Pump Outs – I don’t have a pump out toilet. I use a cassette toilet 
which is free to empty. How often you pump out your toilet if you 
have one will depend upon the size of your waste tank and how 
often you use your toilet. Many boaters use facilities at marinas and 
pubs in order to reduce the number of pump outs on board. For the 
purpose of this exercise I’m going to assume that you pump out 
your toilet once every four weeks throughout the year at a cost of 
£18 each time. 

Total £234
Monthly average £19.50

Narrowboat toilet article

Repairs

Painting – You don’t have to spend a fortune having your boat painted 
by professionals. You can do the work yourself if you have the time and 
the energy to spend two or three weeks painting all day every day. I 
painted James. You can read about my painting experience, and the costs 
that I incurred, here. Most boat owners won’t have the time or the 
inclination to go DIY so I have selected “hire” for the NB James data set a 
frequency of once every six years and a cost per foot of £100. The cost 

http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/painting-a-narrowboat/
http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/painting-a-narrowboat/
https://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/choosing-the-best-type-of-toilet-for-a-narrowboat/


per foot is a reasonable guide if you’re having the work done 
professionally. The frequency is up to you, your budget and your 
standards and, of course, the quality of the paintwork as the years march 
by. Monthly budget £86

Hull Blacking – Just before I painted James’ upper steelwork, I also had 
the boat out of the water to paint or “black” the hull. Again, I did the work 
myself and, I have to say, it was very hard work. I thought I wrote a post 
about it at the time, but I can’t find it now. There are some guide prices 
on the Debdale Wharf website here. You can work out your own DIY price 
based on the figures they’ve quoted. For the NB James data set I’ve 
assumed that you’re going to let the professionals do the work and used 
£6.60 per foot as a guide price and every three years as the frequency. 
Monthly budget £11

Pram and Cratch Covers – These are the covers that protect the front 
and/or back decks. Your boat might not have them. I have a cratch cover 
over the front deck but no cover on the back deck. I have a traditional 
stern so don’t need one on the back. Only semi trad and cruiser stern 
narrowboats have pram covers. Personally, I can’t stand these rear 
covers. They’re designed so that, in theory, you can cruise in the rain 
without getting wet. I’ve moved quite a few boats around the marina 
which are fitted with pram covers. I find the covers difficult to see 
through. I also have trouble reaching the centre rope which is very 
important if I’m handling the boat on my own.

On the other hand, I wouldn’t be without the cratch cover. It protects the 
front deck from wind and rain and provides both valuable additional 
storage space and a lobby for removing wet and muddy footwear and 
drying wet dogs. I generally take the cratch cover off if the weather is fine 
during the warmer months.

Front and rear deck covers are very expensive and have limited life. Many 
suppliers charge in the region of £1,000 for a cratch cover. I used a very 
good local supplier who made and fitted a cover for me for £450. He’s 
guaranteed it for five years so I’ve used those figures for the data set. 
Monthly budget £7.50

Batteries – Battery management and replacement is a complex subject. 
The frequency and cost of your battery replacement will depend on a 
number of variables but they will need replacing and they aren’t cheap. 
There’s an excellent article about onboard power on the site here. I have 
four batteries on James; one starter and three domestic. For the purpose 

http://livingonanarrowboat.co.uk/living-on-a-narrowboat-articles/narrowboat-electrics-part-1-batteries/
http://www.debdalewharf.co.uk/prices
http://www.debdalewharf.co.uk/prices


of the data set I have used a guide cost of £100 each and a replacement 
frequency of three years. Monthly budget £11.11

Other Maintenance>Estimated monthly boat repairs – I’ve been 
lucky this year. Everything’s continued to work and nothing new has been 
added to the boat. There have been no repairs done that have required 
me to call in the professionals which, given my atrocious DIY skills, is 
generally for anything more demanding than changing a plug. Please bear 
in mind that boatyard labour charges can be quite high. Calcutt Boats 
charge £45 an hour. 

Other Maintenance>Estimated monthly sundry expenses

This section is for all of the bits and pieces I’ve bought for James this 
year. They include a coal shove, a set of jump leads, a wireless hub 
bought from eBay that did its job for about two weeks before dying, a 
vacuum cleaner, a mains adaptor plug, door bolts, a bucket and sponges 
for exterior cleaning, a torch, a plug, two LED lights and a piece of carpet 
for the bedroom. The total also includes £42.31 for toilet chemicals. 
£352.27 Monthly budget 

Other Maintenance>Estimated monthly engine servicing

At Caclutt Boats we recommend a minor service every 250 hours and 
every 500 hours for a major service. This is an average across all engine 
types. 

a minor service involves oil, oil filters and also fuel filters due to the 
increasing problem with diesel bug.

A minor service takes about 1.5 hours to complete.

a major service includes oil, oil filters, fuel filters, check drive belts, 
change gear box oil we will also do the tappet clearances should they be 
requested. If the boats has hydrolic drive, we would also check and top 
this up at a major service.

Major services take about 2.5 hours to complete.

Labour from us is £45 an hour, and then the cost of parts filters vary 
between £3.50 and £12.00 depending on the engine type and whether 
you use genuine filters.  Oil is roughly £4.00 a litre and most engines will 
take between 5 and 8 litres.

As a very rough guide, use the servicing costs below.



250 hours

DIY – Parts ???? Total
Boatyard – Labour £67.50, Parts ????, Total 

500 hours

DIY – Parts ????, Total
Boatyard – Labour £112.50, Parts ????, Total 

Of course, your engine’s recommended servicing frequency will depend 
upon how many hours on average that the engine runs each week. As a 
guide, go to the diesel>propulsion section, take the figure from the 
number of hours per week that the boat runs, and multiply the figure by 
fifty two to calculate how many hours the engine will run a year.

House

I don't have a house to worry about, but you might. You might want to 
dip your toe in the water and keep a dry land home before you take the 
plunge (excuse the puns!). Add your own data to the expense categories 
on the House tab to give you an overview of your total financial picture.

If there are any missing categories within the house section, please let 
me know so that I can add them.

Car

My car is a five year old Seat Althea. I have to say, I wouldn’t like to live 
where I do without a car. The nearest village shop is two miles away, the 
nearest supermarket five miles and the nearest towns – Rugby, 
Leamington Spa and Daventry  - are all about ten miles away. If I really 
wanted to, I could use supermarket home deliveries. However, I enjoy 
shopping for food and I also need to use a car for visiting, none food 
shopping and appointments for doctors, dentists and opticians. There is a 
bus service that stops about a mile and a half from the marina but the 
buses don’t come very often.

Finance – I own the car so there are no nasty monthly payments. I 
should really put a little aside each month for a replacement car when this 



one’s no longer usable but there’s at least a decade of use in it yet and 
I’ve no intention of changing it before I have to.

Insurance – Comprehensive insurance with one named driver £264.53 
for a year. Due December.

Road Tax - £195 for twelve months. Due December.

M.O.T - £54.85

Maintenance and Repairs – Four new tyres and five litres of screen 
wash £394.45 (That’ll teach me to buy a car with low profile tyres!)

Fuel – My car does 36mpg. I don’t use it very much now but for the first 
half of the year, before Sally moved onto the boat with me, I was 
commuting from her house to work three or four days a week. Her house 
is ten miles from the marina. Now it’s just general shopping once a week 
and a monthly visit to Nottingham to see Sally’s son and daughter 
£1,118.61

Parking – You might want to include parking charges if you decide you 
want a city centre mooring. Personally, I can’t imagine anything worse. 
I’m quite happy being out in the country where there is plenty of free 
parking (and no people!

Day-To-Day

Food – I enjoy my food. It’s all home cooked. There’s none of this ready 
meal or take away junk, and it’s not extravagant, but it is good food. I 
probably pay more for food for two people than some but less than many. 
It’s a good average for you to use and, in my case it includes food and 
treats for one springer and one cocker spaniel. The food total also 
includes the cost of my anti inflammatory tablets (See medical below). I 
weaned myself off the subscription anti inflammatory tablets. I now buy 
the strongest available over the counter. £3,004.08 annually, £57.77 
weekly.

Medical (Doctor, dentist, optician) – Most narrowboat owners are of 
an age where the human body is not at its best. Bits start to fail. At least 
bits of my body have started to fail. My eyesight started going downhill a  
two or three years ago which meant that I needed to buy glasses for 
reading and glasses for driving. My eyesight then went a little further 
downhill which meant another pair of reading and another pair of driving 



glasses. I also have an ongoing manageable arthritic condition which 
doesn’t cause me any problems at al providing I take twice daily very 
strong anti inflammatory tablets. £206.00 (Oops! I’ve just realised that I 
haven’t been to the dentist this year.) Monthly average £17.17 

Clothing – There isn’t much room on the boat for clothes so I don’t have 
a huge variety. I have a whole wardrobe of ties, shirts and suits in storage 
left from my days in business. I haven’t worn any of them for years. I’ve 
spent £95.03 on clothes this year, mainly underwear and just one pair of 
jeans. Monthly average £7.92.

Alcohol & Tobacco – I don’t drink much these days, but I do like a drink 
each evening, purely for medicinal purposes. Honestly. Sally rarely drinks 
and I have just a can of lager and a glass of wine each night. I rarely 
have more. The cost soon mounts up though. Total £642.11. Monthly 
average £53.51

Eating Out – The days are long gone when spending a fortune on a meal 
is of interest to me. We’re quite happy cooking and eating at home. 
However, we do enjoy a coffee and a cake in a pleasant rural cafe and the 
occasional trip to Nandos for some of their delicious chicken. Total 
£382.29. Monthly average £31.82 

Entertainment – Entertainment includes nights and days out that aren’t 
meals, DVD hire and subscriptions and book and magazine purchases. 
Total £337.65. Monthly average £28.14

Gifts – I have three boys that, sadly, I don’t see very often. They have 
presents from me on birthdays and at Christmas though as do Sally and 
her two grown children. £425.30. Monthly average £35.44.

Hobbies – I used to be a very keen photographer and spent a fortune on 
camera equipment on a regular basis. I’m afraid I haven’t done much at 
all this year with my equipment and haven’t spent anything at all on this 
or any other hobby. You can enter your costs here for any hobby that you 
spend money on. Monthly average £0

Holidays – Living on a narrowboat can be an idyllic lifestyle but do you 
want to spend all of your time on your boat? My parents and my brother 
live in Newcastle, New South Wales. Until February this year, I hadn’t 
seen my parents for eleven years and my brother for twenty four years. 
This year I visited them for two weeks and put £200 a month away to 
cover the costs. My total for the holiday category is £3,138.33. This 



included additional money taken out of savings, a new passport, visa and 
car parking. Next year’s total will be very much lower than this year’s!

My Expenses

This is where you can add expense categories in addition to the ones that 
I have provided. All you have to do is give the category a name, specify 
the frequency and the month due if needed and then click “Add Item”. 
Your new category will appear below the Add Item button. Enter your 
category amount here to see it displayed in the dashboard.
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